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CONSTRUCTION

Die-cast aluminum heat sink provides superior thermal

transfer to extend lifespan of the luminaire. Built

rugged to withstand harsh conditions, IP65 rated.

Fixture comes standard with J-hook for suspended

mounting.

ELECTRICAL

Luminaire is built with the highest quality driver that is Universal

Voltage (190-260V),

uses long lasting, high-efficient LED packages.

LENS

Clear PC lens.

Certification

CE(EMC&LVD), ROHS

Warranty

3 year Warranty, Rated for 30,000 hours.

WATTAGE
DELIVERED
LUMENS

EFFICACY

100W 11000 110lm/W

150W 16500 110lm/W

200W 22000 110lm/W

CCT 4000&5000&6000K(3CCT)

CRI 70

Beam angle 90/120°

Voltage 190-260V

POWER FREQUENCY 50/60HZ

POWER FACTOR >0.9

WORKING TEMPERATURE -35~ 45°C

Warranty 3 year

The High Bay U series fixture is efficient, durable and designed to
withstand harsh conditions with its remarkable heat dissipation,
dust-tight body and resistance to water.

With 3 color tunable, and can be programmed with a CCT of
4000K&5000K&6000K in one fixture, eliminating the need to stock
multiple color temperatures.

Premium quality provides excellent solution for high-ceiling mount
applications, especially in warehouse, storage, gymnasiums, retail
spaces and convention centers.

http://www.1916-led.com


 This warranty is conditioned upon proper installation, use and maintenance.

 This warranty will automatically become null and void and shall not be applicable to any LED fixture which

 is damaged caused by force majeure such as war, riots, sabotage, cyclones, earthquakes, tidal waves, flooding. lighting strikes,

explosions, fire, flood, etc.

 is not installed and operated in accordance with the current edition of The National Electric Code .

 has been moved from its original installation.

 has been installed within an area that has exposure to sulfur or any area with high acidic compounds in use.

 has been operated in an ambient temperature or humidity that is higher than 45 degrees Celsius.

 has been subjected to a lightning strike, power surge or overvoltage condition.

 has been subjected to abnormal stresses and operating conditions.

 has been operated without overvoltage and lightning protection devices in place.

Model
Diameter
(mm)

Height
(mm)

KJHB100W456KU 250 96.40

KJHB150W456KU 280 97.40

KJHB200W456KU 310 99.40
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Cautions
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